A119, Architecture of Density1,
2006,
Michael Wolf,
Kodak endura Paper,
Lightjet process,
mounted on dibond
20 x 130 cm2

Home, and a Home5, 2016
Rathin Barman,
Mixed Media, Rust Etching on
Paper,
11 x 10 in (estimate)

Metropolis3, 1988,
Zaha Hadid,
Acrylic and coloured pencil
on paper,
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Introduction

In my comparative study I will explore Michael Wolf’s “Architecture of Density” series, Zaha Hadid’s “Metropolis”, and Rathin Barman’s drawings from “Home,
and a Home”. These artworks are a photo, painting and drawing respectively.
My comparative study looks at artists who use art as a visual medium to communicate the complex and abstract. I saw Rathin Barman’s drawings in “Home,
and a Home” at the Singapore Biennale. I then pondered on how other artists would use architecture to convey identities of cities and buildings. The pieces
that I have decided to study have led me to create a number of pieces to communicate issues that I believe should be of global significance.
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Colours
The colours in the picture, although colourful, are very
muted. This creates a huge emotional contrast.
Adding to this is the fact that the picture has a
complementary colour scheme. The left appartment is
green, while the one on the right is red. This
juxtaposition also highlights the vibrancy of the
culture and people of the city, and the dull and
monotonous nature of the apartment blocks. The grey
colours of the concrete serve to balance the picture,
and allows the more saturated colours to pop out
more.

Architecture of Density
(2009), by Michael Wolf

Formal Qualities

Composition
The picture’s
thirds.

composition follows the rule of

The perspective lines formed by the left and right
apartment buildings draw the viewer towards the
centre of the painting, to the vanishing point. The
buildings act as a frame within a frame. The virtual
frame created is narrow and horizontal, invoking
the same claustrophobic feeling felt by the
residents. This also creates a sense of depth
showing that the city is in fact, a tangible, three
dimensional space that exists.
However, the sky and ground are cropped out of
the image, removing any sense of scale for the
buildings. It creates the illusion that the buildings
are never-ending, invoking a rather surreal feeling
when viewed.

Repetition
The picture has the theme of repetition. The
apartment buildings appear static, and rigid, further
adding to their dullness. They have harsh and
deliberate lines.

In addition to this, although somewhat symmetrical,
the line of symmetry of the picture is slightly to the
left. In my opinion, this was done intentionally as to
provoke the viewer into unease, using the
disjointed and unpleasing image.

However, these lines form a rhythmic and repeating,
that is observable throughout the entire picture.
These lines are highlighted by the contrasting colours
of the apartment buildings. This shows that even the
most brutalist and imposing buildings have an
elegance to them, when viewed from afar

[6] A119 (2006), Architecture of Density (2009) - Michael Wolf

Subject Matter
This photograph is part of a series, titled Architecture Density, by Michael
Wolf. In the series, he photographs incredibly dense apartments and
condominiums in Hong Kong to highlight the dwellings of the common
people of the city, as opposed to the wealthy.

In contrast, Wolf uses the viewpoint as a means to
make the buildings more aesthetically pleasing to
balance the image. In most pictures taken by
amateurs, the viewpoint is from ground level. This
emphasises the imposing and brutal nature
concrete residential blocks. Wolf takes the
photograph perpendicular from the subject, which
reduces this imposing effect.
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Michael Wolf Photography, Architecture of Density, Michael Wolf
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<http://photomichaelwolf.com/#architecture-of-density-2/13>
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Michael Wolf’s Architecture of Density examines the
compact and often brutal architecture of Hong Kong. The
pictures in the series all focus on the (predominantly
residential) towers of Hong Kong. Although the pictures
appear to have been taken in Hong Kong’s city centre,
they were in fact, taken from the “suburbs”.

Architecture of Density.

Function & Purpose

He uses his pictures to highlight the problem of
overpopulation in cities and the effect it has on the quality
of life of the people. In his series Tokyo Compression, he
focuses on the people who are “trapped” in these dense
cities, showing their personal discomfort.

In his other works, he deals with the same themes of
overpopulation and “life in cities”, albeit focusing on
different aspects. In Night, Wolf still photographs the city of
Hong Kong. He chooses to document the city’s vibrant
nightlife, with bright neon lights and the reflection of the
yellow street lights on the buildings. This series is
thematically the direct opposite of Architecture of Density.

Often, these megablocks are made to house low income
workers, and are very claustrophobic. The cramped nature
of these apartments combined with the financial instability
of inhabitants lead to a poor quality of life.
Through the seemingly vacant units of the apartments, we
peer into the everyday lives of the people of Hong Kong
through their balconies, in which their personal belongings
such as clothes lines or feng shui mirrors. Through an act
of voyeurism, we learn about the daily struggles of the
common people of Hong Kong.9
[11]

[7]
Two Pictures from Tokyo Compression (2010),
Michael Wolf

[8]
Personal belongings of residents line the balconies of apartments

In my opinion, Architecture of Density could also serve as
a commentary on and exploration of the psychological
harm that these magablocks inflict on their residences. It
has been shown that living in extremely small spaces, with
insufficient sunlight and interaction with peolpe
(neighbours) may cause depression, high stress levels as
well as becoming withdrawn.10

In Architecture of Density however, he uses the huge
residential blocks with mass repetition to emphasise just
how large and dense megacities such as Hong Kong have
become.
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Architecture of Density.

Cultural Context
Artist Information
Born in 1954, Germany, Michael Wolf moved to Hong
Kong in 1994 to work as a photojournalist for a
magazine. During the SARS outbreak in Hong Kong, he
had an epiphany - throughout his 8 years working in
Hong Kong, he had never once Photographed the city.
In 2003, he decided to fully pursue fine art photography
through his projects, leading to his series, Architecture
of Density.13

Influences
He received his degree in Visual Communication at the University of Essen
in Germany in 1976, where he was taught by Professor Otto Steinert, who
also encouraged him to pursue photography.15
In an interview, Michael Wolf has also stated that “the most important single
influence in (his) career as a non editorial photographer has been the
German photographer Michael Schmidt with his body of work Waffenruhe
(Cease Fire), 1987”. In the same interview, he also mentions John Gossage
as an influence on his work.16

99 Cent19 (1999), Andreas Gursky

Hong Kong

Waffenruhe17 (1987),
Michael Schmidt

Hong Kong is a small autonomous state of China, and
has a population density of 7.3 million. With a relatively
small size of 2754 km2, it has a population density of
6690 persons per square kilometer. This has led to
Hong Kong becoming a concrete megacity, sometimes
with a family living in an extremely small room.

The Auckland Project18 (2009),
John Gossage

A picture from Michael Schmidt’s Waffenruhe shows stylistic similarities with
Wolf’s Architecture of Density. This shows how Wolf may have been
inspired by Schmidt. In both their works, the camera is directly
perpendicular to the subject. This gives the two pictures a framed, and
calculated quality. One of John Gossage’s pictures from The Auckland
Project, also released in 2009, also has a very similar composition in there
are a lot of parallel lines, and has a relatively clean aesthetic.
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Although not explicitly stated by Wolf, there is a very
similar visual link between his work and that of Andreas
Gursky, especially when comparing Wolf’s Architecture
of Density to Gursky’s 99 Cent in 1999 and 99 Cent II in
2001. It can be assumed that the both of them
attempted to emulate each other’s styles.

Here, we can see that Gursky also uses the theme of
repetition in his works, as well as an elevated point of
view (although the subjects are not perpendicular to the
camera).
Unlike Wolf however, Gursky uses software to digitally
enhance his photos to achieve a similar effect to Wolf’s.
Whereas Wolf uses his photography to document
overpopulation, Gursky uses his photos to highlight
consumerism in 99 Cent and 99 Cent II.
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Colour

Metropolis (1988) by Zaha Hadid

The mainly red canvas symbolises the
phoenix-like-regeneration of London from the
ashes of the great fires of London. Different
shades of red are used to further differentiate
the different districts from one another aside
from the lines. 20

Formal Qualities

A bright orange streak in the middle of the
painting catches the eye of the viewer, and
bears a striking resemblance to the River
Thames. This streak of orange seems to split
the painting in half, much like the River Thames
to London.

Explosionism
Upon first glance, Zaha Hadid’s Metropolis is
clearly a work of abstract art. To be more
specific, it is classified under classical
modernism, as evident by the bold, blocky
colours and hard, solid lines used in this
particular piece.
To delve deeper into style, this piece, like
Hadid’s other pieces, also heavily feature
abstraction and fragmented geometry. She
does this to illustrate London’s unevenly
distributed metropolitan centres.

Hints of green, which are also complementary
to red, are used to represent London Parks.
The split complementary colour scheme is also
generally more pleasing to the eyes.

[22] Metropolis (1988) - Zaha Hadid

The hard, solid lines used in this painting are
used to show the different districts of London
city, and when viewed from an angle can be
likened to an overhead map of London

Composition
Our eyes are instantly drawn towards the largest and most complex section of the painting
which is comprised of multiple colours of different shades and shapes, which can be assumed
to be the focal point of the painting, which I assume is the City Centre of London

Subject Matter
Zaha Hadid’s Metropolis takes a look at the
evolution of London from a series of villages to
a sprawling city as well as touches on its
history21

The focal point is more dense than the other areas, causing us to perceive the area around it
as being spacious. The way in which the slides are angled also imply that there is depth to
this piece, and that the focal point is further into the painting.
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Technique
The complex geometric shapes, lines, and
even colours of this piece can be easily
mistaken
for computer-aided-design. This
entire piece was done by hand.

Function & Purpose.
Zaha Hadid’s Metropolis was commissioned for an exhibition at the ICA, which her painting
was named after - Metropolis: New British Architecture and the City.
The Exhibition explored different aspects of the metropolis, and commissioned many
prominent architects and designers of today. Zaha Hadid’s Metropolis is a homage to London
by providing a look at the evolution of London from a series of villages to a sprawling city.22
The abstract lines and shapes of the painting represent the many streets and boroughs of
London.
In addition to this, most of Zaha Hadid’s work have served as inspirations for some of her
iconic building designs. This is especially evident in some of her works, which she have clearly
cited as sources of inspiration for many of her buildings. One example of this is the Vitra Fire
Station, which she designed with the help of study paintings.

This is especially true, as Metropolis captures Hadid’s vivid imagination and creativity
as a young and upcoming architect through her signature explosionism. Her pieces are
spaces for her to experiment with new styles - as Zaha Hadid said: “there should be no
end to experimentation”.24
While Metropolis was solely a commission piece for an exhibition, it is possible that the
painting may carry another purpose, other than that which it was given in context to the
exhibition.
However, sadly, we may never learn the true motivations behind many of Zaha Hadid’s
work, with her recent passing.

Amira Gad, curator of Zaha Hadid’s recent post mortem exhibition Zaha Hadid: Early Paintings
and Drawings, mentioned, “For her (Zaha Hadid), painting was a design tool, a thought
process, an investigation, and she used that medium to formulate her ideas".23
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.Metropolis by Zaha Hadid.

Artist Information

Cultural Significance

Zaha Hadid was born on 31st October 1950, in Iraq to an
upper middle class family. After studying Mathematics at
the American University of Beirut, Zaha Hadid moved to
London in 1972 to study Architecture at the Architecture
Association School of Architecture. During her time
there, she had a fascination with abstraction.

In a BBC interview, Zaha Hadid discusses her main inspiration for her paintings and architectural style. She
mainly credits Kazimir Malevich, a Russian artist who led the Russian Suprematist movement. His paintings,
like Zaha Hadid’s, are made up of geometric shapes with solid colours. Zaha Hadid builds upon this
concept by adding her signature abstractive and explosive style.27

She was described by her professors as “the inventor of
89 degrees” as nothing she created ever had 90
degrees. She also had a fascination with abstraction and
had very little interest in details. "The way she drew a
staircase you would smash your head against the
ceiling”.30

Influences

Her painting, Metropolis, has clear references to her
fascination with explosionism and abstraction, which are
very prevalent in her concept paintings for project
proposals as well, such as Confetti (1982), which was a
conceptual piece created for the development of The
Peak of Hong Kong.

Malevich’s Tektonik28, Zaha Hadid

Black Trapezium and Red Square (1915) &
Eight Red Rectangles (1915), Kazimir Malevich29

Confetti - the Peak31 (1982-1983), Zaha Hadid
27

Cultural Context
Zaha Hadid was a very prominent figure in the architecture
industry, not just for being the most renowned female
architect of all time, but simply an architect.
She not only won the RIBA and the Pritzker, but also went on
to influence architecture itself. Although she did not restrict
herself to simply one architectural style, she popularised
using unorthodox shapes for buildings.

Unlike her paintings that I feature in this comparative study
which are angular, she is predominantly known for her futuristic
and curvaceous buildings.
Her paintings, including Metropolis, were created at her lowest
point in her architectural career. She had just graduated from the
Architectural Association in 1977, and had trouble finding
projects with her newly established architectural firm. Her early
designs capture her unrecognised artistic talent and both as an
architect and an artist
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Colour
There is a scarcity of colour in Barman’s drawing.
His drawing is almost entirely in black and white,
save for the yellow/gold ornaments on the beams
and the two backpacks that lie in the house that
are red and blue.

Home, and a Home (2016)
by Rathin Barman

Composition
Barman’s drawing of a terraced house utilises the
rule of thirds the largest beams of the houses are
located spaced using the rule of thirds. In addition
to that, the drawing also utilizes symmetry heavily.
While the two buildings themselves are
symmetrical, both with respect to themselves and
each other.

Formal Qualities

It is evident that Barman’s drawing (aside from the
colour of the paper and lines, has a triadic colour
scheme)

The lines of the drawing are straight, deliberate,
and either parallel or perpendicular to one another
(the only exception being the three lines that
connect each housing unit to the centre beam).
The lines, paired with the perpendicular viewpoint
to the subject make the drawing resemble an
architectural blueprint.

Because of this contrast, our attention is
immediately drawn towards the backpacks and
made aware of their existence, which would not
have been the case if the entire drawing was
coloured.

Minimalism/ Negative Space
The juxtaposition of colours further emphasises
the difference between the reality for many
migrant workers and their dreams of owning a
home.

In this drawing, Barman relies heavily on
minimalism to emphasize the idea that the hopes
and dreams of migrant workers of owning a house
are empty. This emptiness is depicted using the
huge amount of negative space in his drawings in
his series and installation.

Technique
To the average viewer, the dark lines of the
drawing may seem to be ordinary pencil lines.
However, upon closer inspection, the lines are
actually rust etchings. This further ties the series of
drawings together to the steel structure that is the
highlight of the exhibition, as well as thematically
to the theme of architecture.

Their tangible possessions are illustrated using a
backpack. This shows how little they truly own,
and the image of a house with nothing but a
backpack further emphasizes the tragedy of their
simple dreams.

[32]

Subject Matter
Rathin Barman uses his simple series of drawings to juxtapose the dreams of
migrant workers of one day owning a house, and their tangible possessions.
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Home, and a Home (2016)
by Rathin Barman

Function & Purpose
Steel Structure of Shophouse34, Home, and a Home
(2016)

In his series and exhibition, Barman investigates the very idea of the “home” for many
Bangladeshi immigrants in Singapore. These immigrants are typically labourers.
They are commonly subjected to live all together in shop-houses, under extremely cramped
conditions. Ironically, the migrant workers see these shop houses as a beacon of hope, a
symbol of what they will one day be able to own after years of hard work.

Rust Etchings of Shophouses35, Home, and a Home (2016)

The theme of repetition is heavily utilized in Barman’s Home, and a Home. This can be
traced back to his previous series of drawings including most recently Not Waiting for
Summer (2015) and Further Twelve Kitchens (2014). All of them are also in the style of
architectural sketches.

Barman uses his rust transferred drawings to illustrate the juxtaposition between the
Bangladeshi migrants’ reality and their hopes and dreams.
In his exhibition, Barman uses mixed media to be able to fully convey such an idea to the
viewers. Besides his series of rust transferred drawings, Barman also constructed a huge
skeletal structure of a shop-house in the middle of the exhibition room, allowing the
audience to physically explore the “dream home” of the workers (above). There is also a row
of cement sculptures with abandoned domestic objects cast in them hung on the walls
(below). To further humanise the workers and enable the audience to empathise with the
labourers, Barman includes audio files of the workers’ poems in Bangla.

Not Waiting for the Summer36 (2015)

The theme of repetition is heavily utilized in Barman’s Home, and a Home. This can be traced
back to his previous series of drawings including most recently Not Waiting for Summer
(2015) and Further Twelve Kitchens (2014). All of them are also in the style of architectural
sketches.

Further Twelve Kitchens37 (2014)
33
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Home, and a Home (2016)
by Rathin Barman

.Cultural Context.

Bangladeshi Migrant Workers in Singapore42
For many Bangladeshis, working abroad is an elusive opportunity, with hopes of getting rich. Many pay exorbitant prices, and
even pawn off jewelry and land to come to Singapore, only to fall victim to scams.While Bangladeshi migrant workers do
indeed earn more than they could back in their home countries, they have to face harsh, and sometimes inhumane conditions.
These migrant workers, often take on low skill jobs, - mainly construction labour - and face immigrant discrimination. These
Bangladeshis are exploited for cheap labour.
One major issue is housing for migrant workers. In many cases, they live in a single room with six or more other migrant
workers. These workers still have to pay rent by having S$100 deducted from their wages. The most common of these
dwellings are the first floors of British Colonial shophouses in little India.

Artist Information
Rathin Barman was born in Tripura in 1981.
He graduated from Rabindra Bharati University with a Masters in
Fine Arts in 2010. Inspired by the vernacular architecture, he
documents the architectural progress of the landscape while
commenting on socio-political issues, mostly involving the lives of
Pakistani and Bangladeshi immigrants.38

These shophouses are an ironic symbol to Bangladeshi migrant workers - to fresh eyes, they are a symbol of hope, and even
the dream of one day owning a home as big as a shophouse - to those who have worked and returned to home, they are a
symbol of shattered dreams and false promises.

Tripura
Tripura is the third smallest state in India, located in the Northeast,
and shares a border with Bangladesh. Thus, the culture in Tripura
is very similar to that of its neighbour, with majority of its citizens
speaking Bangla.39 This explains why much of Barman’s work is
related to Bangladeshi culture, rather than Indian culture.
Tensions between the two nations are on the rise following recent
shootings of bangladeshis by the Indian Border Security Force.40

Tripura & Bangladesh41

Anti-Migrant Worker Protests in
Singapore43
38
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Comparing and Contrasting Formal Qualities of the Artworks
Architecture of Density

Metropolis

Home, and a Home

All three artworks use architecture as the basic theme to be used as a symbol/metaphor to document, celebrate, and comment on (respectively), identities/aspects of cities

Style/Theme

Colours

Composition

Wolf uses repetition in his painting to depict the
density of the megablocks in Hong Kong by dwarfing
the viewer using the sheer number of apartment units.

Zaha Hadid’s signature “Explosionism” is used in this
painting to show London’s rapid progress from a
cluster of villages to a city. Repetition is also used to
show the many buroughs that make up London

Barman uses minimalism to depict the migrant
workers’ empty hopes and dreams through the use of
negative space. Barman also uses repetition, but in the
number of artworks on display.

Wolf captures Hong Kong’s megablocks under poor
lighting to undersaturate the pictures. This more muted
look conveys dull and depressing emotions that such
dense and claustrophobic living conditions impose on
its inhabitants.

Both Metropolis and Home, and a Home use vibrant, blocky colours. This colour scheme suits Metropolis, as the
Artwork is intended to be a celebration of London’s Vibrant history, whereas Home, and a Home simply uses the
blocky colours as a means of directing the viewer’s attention, as they are very noticeable against a white
background

Both Architecture of Density and Metropolis use complementary colour schemes to catch the viewer’s attention. In
Architecture of Density, the complementary colours serve to balance the dull and muted tones of the picture,
while Metropolis uses this colour scheme to differentiate parts of London from one another.

Home, and a Home has a minimal colour scheme, with
majority of the drawing being negative space.

Wolf uses the rule of thirds to make the picture more
aesthetically pleasing. He also uses the vanishing point
to show depth, and draw the viewers into the picture.

Barman also uses the rule of thirds on the columns of
the shophouses to create an an aesthetically pleasing
image.

The focal (vantage) point, however, is not located in
the centre of the picture, which makes the image look
imbalanced. This could be a deliberate attempt to
invoke a feeling of discomfort in the viewer.

Zaha Hadid also uses the vanishing point to create a
sense of depth in her work. She also uses this to draw
the audience’s attention towards the focal point of the
artwork, which I assume to symbolise London’s city
centre.
The focal point is further distinguished with it being
significantly denser than the rest of the painting.

Unlike Wolf’s picture, Barman’s work is made even
more pleasing by having the drawing/etching of the
shophouses be symmetrical.
This creates a sense of irony; in that the shophouse
itself is beautiful, but contains a sinister, ugly truth.

Medium

Photography, while restrictive, gives Wolf’s work high
detail, and is better for documenting Hong Kong’s
overpopulation

Painting with acrylics gives Zaha Hadid the freedom to
realise her vision of an abstracted map of London

Although drawing using a pen/pencil can achieve
similar effect, the rust etching serves as a to Barman’s
steel shophouse frame in the same exhibition

Comparing and Contrasting Function and Purpose of the Artworks
Architecture of Density

Home, and a Home

Metropolis

Architecture of Density was created by Michael Wolf to
document the pressing problem of overpopulation, as well as
incredibly dense apartment blocks. These megablocks, are
typically built for low income workers of hong Kong, and have
very claustrophobic living environments, and may cause
psychological harm to its inhabitants

Home, and a Home also comments on the issue of the
inadequate quality of housing. However, it focuses on temporary
housing for Bangladeshi Migrant Workers.

Zaha Hadid’s Metropolis was a commission by the ICA for an
exhibition of the same title, Metropolis: New British Architecture
and the City.

This piece also brings up the worker’s hopes and dreams for a
better life as a labourer, and how their many hopes and dreams
are now non-existent due to poor labour laws.

Her artwork served to celebrate London’s evolution from a small
patchwork of villages to a sprawling city.

Both Michael Wolf’s Architecture of Density and Rathin Barman’s Home, and a Home use art as a medium to critique social injustices
that occur around the world. Both artist’s critiques revolve around inhumane housing conditions.

Unlike Michael Wolf and Rathin Barman’s works, Zaha Hadid’s
Metropolis does not address or critique social injustices.

However, Michael Wolf addresses this issue by showing the massive, yet dense apartment buildings of Hong Kong. The theme of
massiveness and repetition in his work captivate viewers and enable them to empathise with the inhabitants of said buildings.
Meanwhile, Rathin Barman highlights the false hopes and dreams of migrant workers through his art, and allows viewers to empathise
with the emotions and psyche of abused migrant workers.
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Comparing and Contrasting Cultural Context of the Artworks
Architecture of Density
Location

Issue of
Global
Significance

Influences

Metropolis

Home, and a Home

In all three artworks I have explored, the Artists have decided to incorporate issues of global significance from different countries.

Hong Kong

London

Singapore

Michael Wolf picked Hong Kong, because he had
worked there for 8 years, and had finally decided to
document Hong Kong’s cityscape.

Iraqi- born Zaha Hadid graduated from the
Architecture Association in London, and is very much a
British Architect. With her headquarters also located in
London, the city holds much meaning for her. Hence, it
makes sense that she chose to celebrate London’s
history, when commissioned a piece by the ICA

Although not form Singapore, Barman was
commissioned to create an exhibition for the
Singapore Biennale, and chose to link his artwork to
Singapore through bangladeshi migrant workers.

Overpopulation
Poor Living Conditions for Citizens

History of London

Poor Living Conditions for Migrant
Workers,
False Hopes and Dreams

Hong Kong is one of the densest cities in the world,
and with little space, average citizens are crammed
into tiny apartments.

Michael Wolf has cited acclaimed photographer
Michael Schmidt as a huge influence, as well as John
Gossage. Both Schmidt and Gossage have a few
works that share similarities with Wolf’s. In addition to
this, Wolf’s work has clear links to Andreas Gursky’s.
Although the similarities are striking, Wolf has not yet
cited Gursky as an inspiration, according to my
research

London has a rich history, and has evolved over the
years. This history is part of London’s identity, - which,
in my opinion, is the aspect of metropolis that Zaha
Hadid chose to explore

Unlike most artists, Zaha Hadid was a visionary and
has mostly created original work, subverting
preconceived ideas about architecture. For her
paintings, she cites Kazimir Malevich as an inspiration.

Migrant workers from Bangladesh give up life savings
to travel to Singapore to hoping for better income and
jobs, only to be met with poor living conditions,
prejudice.
Since Rathin Barman is a relatively young artist, I could
not find any artist that he has cited as an influence.
However, he has clearly listed his current state of
Kolkata as a thematic influence.

Both Zaha Hadid and Rathin Barman are influenced by architecture. While Barman is influnced by architecture that
surrounds him, Zaha Hadid’s work is influenced by her own personal ideas on what architecture should be. She is
then inspired by her own paintings to bring said ideas to life, as physical buildings.

Reflecting on the outcomes of the investigation
Through my investigation of the three artworks that I have chosen (Architecture of Density, Metropolis, and Home, and a Home), I managed to
broaden my knowledge of not only art, but issues of global significance as well. By studying these artworks, I have been exposed to such
pressing matters including Hong Kong’s problem of Human Density and Singapore’s unequal labour laws for migrant workers and their harsh
treatment. I have also learnt about the history of mediums of art, which I have taken for granted all this while, and found the entire experience
to be eye opening and insightful. All three artworks have inspired me to create works that use architecture as a visual representation for issues
of similar significance.

[55]

Symmetry and repetition is a prominent theme in
Architecture of Density to highlight the sheer number of
people crammed together in an apartment block in Hong
Kong. I have incorporated this in my artwork as a stylistic
theme in my works.
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[56]

[57]

Zaha Hadid’s signature style of “explosionism”, bold colours,
and straight lines resonate with me, have greatly inspired me
and my work. I have also used her method of establishing a
focal point by using a denser pocket of abstract shapes.

Barman explores the abstract concept of the lost hopes and
dreams of migrant workers. Thus, studying his work has
inspired me to explore similarly abstract concepts in all of my
work, which fall under the human psyche.
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Inspired by Architecture of Density, my piece attempts to
capture the hope of a better life that most people have
when moving from rural areas to cities. I do so by depicting
a brutal apartment block, illuminated by vibrant night lights.

Linking to My Own Work:

Composition
Michael Wolf Photography, Architecture
of Density, Michael Wolf Photography
[website], 2009, image,
<http://photomichaelwolf.com/#architectur
e-of-density-2/13> accessed 19 September
2017.

Function & Purpose

City of Lights

In this particular piece, I chose a complementary colour
scheme. Instead of green and red, as I have studied in
Michael Wolf’s photograph, I chose yellow and purple. I
chose this yellow because it more accurately depicts the
street lights of cites. This represents the hope one
experiences when moving to a city for the first time.
I added hints of purple to complement and juxtapose the
yellow lights, not only to elevate the painting aesthetically,
but also thematically as well. The darker purple tones serve
to

Repetition

Similar to Michael Wolf, I used repetition to highlight the
immensely dense apartment blocks. I was incredibly drawn
to his use of repetition as I found it oddly pleasant.
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Colour

I was inspired by Michael Wolf’s Architecture of Density,
where he captures photographs directly perpendicular to
his subjects. Instead of photographs, I decided to use paint.
Similar to Wolf, I too, omitted the sky and horizon from my
painting. I was also further inspired to use the rule of thirds,
similarly to how Wolf implemented it in his picture.
To juxtapose this brutal building, I have a bright light source
from the streets, capturing the hope that rural people
associate with moving to the city. However, by having the
light source come from below, it also implies that there is
something sinister about the apartment blocks, tying it to
the message of Wolf’s Architecture of Density.

Reflection
I am still somewhat unsatisfied with this piece. I did not
achieve the level of detail that I wanted to convey with my
piece. I believe that I can further add more detail through
shadows and yellow highlights to give my painting more
depth. I also believe that the more realistic feel of the
painting would allow me to captivate viewers more.

As an IB student, I am constantly haunted by deadlines. On
many occasions, these deadlines simply overwhelm me.
This pieces depicts this by having literal “shards of paper”
flying towards me with a red line symbolising the deadlines.

Linking to My Own Work:

Deadlines

Composition
Like Architecture of Density and Home and a Home, my
piece Deadlines also follows the rule of thirds.
Zaha Hadid
Architects,
‘Metropolis’, Zaha
Hadid Architects
[website], n.d,
image,
<http://www.zaha-h
adid.com/design/m
etropolis/>
accessed 19
September 2017.

Function & Purpose

My work has a predominantly analogous colour scheme,
with different tints, tones, and shades. The colour blue
symbolises the calm, idle moments we have. The crimson
red ribbon is striking, and cuts through the painting,
disrupting the tranquility, symbolising the deadlines. The
(white) pale purple and pink shards, which represent
workload, spiral around this ribbon, exploding throughout
the picture.
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Colours

In my piece, I establish a focal point not only using the lines
which point towards the centre of the painting, as used by
Michael Wolf and Zaha Hadid. In addition to this, the lines
also create a sense of depth, with the ribbon getting thinner
and thinner.
In this particular piece, I also attempted to implement the
golden ratio in order to make my painting more aesthetically
pleasing, with the ribbon. Instead of modelling the entire
ribbon after the golden ratio, I simply used my eye to
determine what I personally felt was more pleasing to the
eye.

Explosionism
Reflection
I was inspired to capture this spiral of depression using
explosionism after studying Zaha Hadid’s Metropolis. While
Metropolis may not have similar themes as my work, I was
particularly inspired by Zaha Hadid’s signature style.
To me, explosionism seemed to capture a sudden burst of
motion. I wanted to use this particular style to depict the
sudden bursts of work that we would have to complete by
the following week, and how it would almost engulf our
days.

I am very satisfied with the final product, as experimenting
with Zaha Hadid’s explosive style was a labour intensive
process, and the final outcome was very aesthetically
pleasing. However, it still veered from my original vision of
having the “shards of paper” wrap around the red line.
I could possibly add more “shards of paper” to fill up the
negative spaces to make it more claustrophobic, and
convey a more uncomfortable feeling to the viewer.

I use many different colours to disorient the viewer, and to
draw their attention to all directions. This is to simulate the
feeling when experiencing Attention Disorder.

Attention Disorder

Composition
K. Tan,
‘Discovering The
Atlas at The
Singapore Biennale’,
Odetoart [blog], 23
February 2017, para.
13 image
<http://www.odetoar
t.com/blog.php?p=5
2,Discovering%20Th
e%20Atlas%20at%2
0The%20Singapore
%20Biennale>
accessed 19
September 2017.

I used bright, vibrant and solid colours, similar to Zaha
Hadid’s Metropolis.

Linking to My Own Work:
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Colours

The use of of outlines of boxes/rooms are a direct inspiration
from Barman’s drawing, in Home, and a Home. Like Barman, I
deliberately used negative space to convey an abstract
concept. Instead of using it to convey the absence or loss of
hopes and dreams, I used it as a representation of the human
mind - cut off from the thoughts of everyone else. In this
space, our thoughts, in this case disorders (Attention
Disorder), float freely.
The boxes/rooms are in isometric fashion, therefore the lines
of each side are (intended to be) parallel to one another,
similar to the buildings in Michael Wolf’s Architecture of
Density. However, I chose to have the lines be somewhat
jagged, to create a chaotic scene. This is meant to create the
disjointed feeling when one experiences Attention Disorder.

Repetition
Like the artworks I have studied, this piece relies heavily on
repetition. I also use repetition to disorient my viewer.

Cultural Significance
When I had the inspiration to explore disorders, I sought first
hand accounts from my friends who suffer from such
disorders. During my research, I discovered a friend that
suffered from Attention Disorder, which can limit his attention
in class. To combat this, he has to take daily medication.
Using his vivid descriptions of what he feels and experiences,
I attempted to visually convey the feeling of suffering from
Attention Disorder. I also researched factors that trigger
impulsive reactions that contribute to attention disorder,
which include vivid colours, high repetition, and messiness

The focal point, like Architecture of Density, is in the middle
of the painting. The centre of the painting is the densest area,
with it having the most boxes/rooms, similar to Zaha Hadid’s
Metropolis, to draw the viewer’s attention.

Function and Purpose

Reflection

Inspired by Barman’s abstract themes of false hopes and dreams,
my painting Attention Disorder, is my series - Disorders, which
uses physical buildings/shapes to convey the feeling of having a
psychological disorder, in this case, Attention Disorder.

Upon completion, I am not satisfied that the lines are not
parallel, and I was not able to achieve the desired effect. I
realise that I should have used a smaller brush or even a
pencil or pen, which would have given me more control.
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